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At 1550 CST on 6/27/85 an automatic reactor trip was initiated on overTemperature Differential Temperature,
OTDT. The trip resulted from the loss of two circulating water pumps which tripped due to overheating of
their exciter control circuits. The OTOT setpoint was reached due to turbine load being shed on the loss
of the circulating water pumps and subsequent RCS heatup and pressure increase. The loss of the
circulating water pumps prevented the operation of the Steam Dump (Turbine Bypass) valves to mitigate the
RCS pressure and temperature transient. When RCS pressure reached the PORV opening setpoint, the elevated
temperature, combined with the sudden drop in pressure, caused the OTDT setpoint to be exceeded.

The exciter control circuits fer all three circulating water pumps were located by design in a coninon
control cabinet. The circuits have subsequently been separated into three individual cabinets.
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At 1550 CST on 6/27/85 an automatic reactor trip was initiated on OverTenperature Otfferential Temperature,
OTOT. The trip resulted from the loss of two circulating water pumps which tripped due to overheating of
their exciter control circuits. The OTOT setpoint was reached due to turbine load being shed on the loss
of the circulating water pumps and subsequent RCS heatup and pressure increase. The loss of the
circulating water pumps prevented the operation of the Stemn Dump (Turbine Bypass) valves to, mitigate the
RCS pressure and temperature transient. When RCS pressure reached the PORV opening setpoint, the elevated
temperature, combined with the sudden drop in pressure, caused the OTDT setpoint to be exceeded.

The CW pumps tripped due to overheated exciter control circuit components. Since all three pump exciter
circuits were in a common cabinet when the 1A CW Pump circuit caught on fire, the IB CW pumn circuit was
subsequently affected by the heat and the 18 CW pump tripped as well. Although the exact cause of the
overheating condition could not be pinpointed; the failure was most likely caused by the proximity of the
three exciter control circuits in a single cabinet. The heat generated by these circuits could not be
properly dissipated.

The consequences of the event were minimized by quick operator action. Upon seeing that that the 1A CW
pump had tripped, turbine load was immediately ramped down such that condenser vacuum might be maintained.
However, when the second circ water pump tripped, the turbine ramp rate proved to be inadequate and the
reactor protection system tripped the unit.

Since no safety limits were met or exceeded, no adverse consequences resulted from this event. Circ water
.

is a non-safety related system. No provisions are made for redundancy while at full power. The reactor .

1 protection system performed adequately per design to mitigate the consequences of this event.
.

The circ water pump exciter control circuits, including variable transformers and surge protection diodes,
were replaced like for like; however they were separated into 3 separate cabinets, one per pump. The pumps
have since been tested and are performing satisfactorily. There has been no prior occurrence of this event.
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m Commonwe'llth Edison
. } 4450 North Girmin Church Roid

*. Byron Nucl:1r Stition,
-

Byron, Illinois 61010

July 27,1985

LTR: BYRON 85-1066

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk

,

Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report from Byron Generating Station is being
transmitted to you in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv)
50.73(a)(2)(i) which requires a 30 day written report.

This report is number 85-062-00; Docket No. 50-454.-

Very truly yours,

R. E. Querio
' Station Superintendent

Byron Nuclear Power Station

REQ /gt

Enclosure: Licensee Event Repcrt No. 85-062-00

cc: J. G. Keppler, NRC Region III Administrator
J. Hinds, NRC Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO Distribution List
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